400R

CARBON EDITION

EXCLUSIVE FEATURES
Go Boldly with aggressively styled cowls sculpted out of
lightweight, carbon fiber
The water-cooled supercharger utilizes the engine cooling
system to cool the supercharger, resulting in increased
performance and durability
The Dual Overhead Cam (DOHC) and multi-port fuel
injection design evokes Mercury Racing’s flagship QC4v
sterndrives with four valves per cylinder and a 7,000 RPM
redline for unmatched performance

BOAT APPLICATIONS
The 400R Carbon Edition is designed specifically for the lightweight
hulls engineered for maximum performance and speed
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OFFSHORE CENTER CONSOLE
PERFORMANCE CATAMARAN
PERFORMANCE VEE BOTTOM
BAY BOAT
BASS BOAT
MULTI SPECIES
PERFORMANCE PONTOON/DECK BOAT

World class knock system allows the 400R Carbon Edition
to run on 89 Octane when the recommended 91 Octane
fuel is unavailable

400R CARBON EDITION SPECS

Straight-cut Sport Master model gearcases feature
a crescent leading edge gearcase design with surface
piercing skeg and low-water pickups to minimize drag and
maximize boat performance

Horsepower

Some Sport Master gearcases feature a cambered
skeg designed to counteract propeller torque for better
handling and overall performance in single engine and
Joystick Piloting boats
Available Joystick Piloting for Outboards provides
maximum control for multi-engine boats by combining
throttle, shift and steering into one easy-to-use joystick
for precise maneuvers at low speeds

400 HP

Full Throttle RPM

6400-7000

Displacement

2.6L

Cylinders

Inline 6-Cylinder
Sequential Fuel Injection
Electronic Fuel Injection (EFI)

Fuel System

Gearcase Options

5.44”HD Gearcase 1.75:1 Gear Ratio
Sport Master Gearcase 1.75:1 Gear Ratio

Weight (lbs/kg)*

668 lbs (303 kg)

Available in 20, 25 and 30 inch shaft lengths for a variety
of high performance applications
Select models come equipped with a factory installed rear
tie bar kit. The kit includes custom rear engine mounts and
a heavy duty, stainless steel tie bar wing plate. Tie bar not
included.
Backed by a standard 3-year factory and 3-year limited
corrosion warranty
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